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YUWANA ZINE #5: Expressing Remembrance

Desensitisation
turns to apathy, which feeds
into this tragedy-farce historical cycle. As an antidote, we must remember
But that is the problem.

Sofia 				

Tantono

“History repeats itself, first as
tragedy, then as farce.” So goes the

quote by Karl Marx. It isn’t necessary to be a history
student to see this: the age-old patterns of exploitation, the state’s defiance of popular will, war, coups
and liberators-turned-tyrants have continued unabated for tens of thousands of years and they don’t seem
to be slowing down. In our digital age, exacerbated by
the boredom of lockdown, we are exposed to tragedies, dark histories and coverups, both local and global,
at previously unprecedented levels. Most people hear
about these things to such an extent that they become
familiar background noise accompanying everyday life.
Eventually, this causes desensitisation.

these events (not rare in the turbulent histories and socio-cultural zeitgeists of ASEAN nations), the lives they
ravaged and the rights we were once deprived of. This
is the only way to appreciate our current relative freedom of expression and fight for the day when it won’t
be so relative anymore.
“Expressing Remembrance” is an invitation for artists
to commemorate events, people and progress boldly
and compassionately in a challenge to the status quo.

In short, it asks for an artistic
proclamation of “Never again!”

This is how one truly channels the spirit and essence of
the International Day of Democracy.
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curatorial

this depiction to be nothing more than exaggerated

people and progress, such as obituaries, “On This Day”

dystopian fiction, the risk of our societies turning into

announcements, candlelit vigils, etc. Just as diverse

a manifestation of such a state is far from unreal. As

are the works featured in this edition, which represent

governments around the world, specifically in ASEAN,

calligraphy, comics, illustration, mixed media, photog-

work to erase and suppress our knowledge of national

raphy, prose, poetry and even a GIF! However, unlike

coverups, history and injustices, we run a real chance

the largely mournful methods of remembrance I listed

of forgetting these things because silence in the face

before,

of repression means our “memory muscles” aren’t being

the emotions and feelings
expressed in these works are
not only sad and threnodic,
but everything that falls on
the spectrum of human experience, from hopeful to critical.
In George Orwell’s novel 1984, we are presented with
a society that has forgotten its past. Through decades
of government-engineered mental conditioning and
historical revisionism, the citizens of Oceania forget
even events that just happened and entire memories
of people they once knew who were disappeared the
other day. Even if some have slivers of remembrances
regarding the old days, they no longer have the vocabulary to talk about them. Although many might consider

curatorial

When we forget, we repeat the same mistakes. Tragedy,
exercised.

farce.

Art is one of the ways we can
mitigate this. Through their works, the artists
featured in this zine invite us to both remember events
and take action, either to prevent another tragedy or
work towards a better future for our countries and the
world. I found myself searching up events and people
unfamiliar to me as I was curating this zine, which indicates their glimmering success in what they aimed to
do with their art.

curatorial
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There are many ways to commemorate historical events,

in this zine. However, don’t let the lack of works about

the entries was the personal quality in many of them.

these countries make you forget to extend your sol-

Multiple artists chose to commemorate events they went
through themselves, from losing family
members because of COVID-19 to the Myanmar military

After all, it is
the unrepresented that ask the
most effort from us.
idarity and memory to them.

coup. These works add a richness hard to attain otherwise, not only to our publication but also our understanding of these issues, for there is seldom a better
path to comprehension than first-hand accounts. More
importantly, these expressions lend a human quality to
the events they portray—they remind us that every person impacted by major happenings is someone just like
us, with hopes, dreams, loved ones, memories, a constellation of emotions raging within them at any minute
and, most of all, the same frail condition.

Unfortunately, as with some previous editions, we still
lack representation from Vietnam, Timor Leste, Cambodia and Laos. Interestingly enough, these countries are
home to many difficult histories and coverups which we
would have benefitted from seeing discussed

curatorial

curatorial
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Something else I found interesting as I looked through

LUQMAN ROSNAN┃Malaysia | Page 34
Margodiena┃Indonesia | Page 59
Marianie┃The Philippines | Page 24 -25
Mary Elaine Virtucio┃The Philippines | Page 89
Migui Dela Cruz┃The Philippines | Page 94 - 95
Millenio Nagata┃Indonesia | Page 67
Mindy┃Malaysia | Page 17
Monic┃Indonesia | Page 20 - 21
Mr Aung San Lin┃Myanmar | Page 23
Muhammad Muhrizul Gholy┃Indonesia | Page 51
Naza Gina Azkia/nazkia-nubi┃Indonesia | Page 54 - 55
Nadhia Raesha┃Indonesia | Page 41
Neng Lina Lestari┃Indonesia | Page 88
Pie Gonzaga┃The Philippines | Page 28 - 30
Purnamasari┃Indonesia | Page 70
“Rezzo”Masduki┃Indonesia | Page 82 - 83
Roy┃Malaysia | Page 57
sainboard┃Brunei Darussalam | Page 50
Stephanie Angela Prijanto┃Indonesia | Page 80 - 81
Susana Felicidad Tambasacan┃The Philippines | Page 38
tck┃Indonesia | Page 79
Thanchanog Ho Mai Chin┃Singapore | Page 56
Therese Marie A. Avanceña┃The Philippines | Page 74 - 75
Ulii Azman┃Malaysia | Page 85
Wren Teo┃Singapore | Page 52
Xyza Vasily Dela Pena┃The Philippines | Page 64 - 65
zylykagen┃The Philippines | Page 68
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Abigail Lim┃Malaysia | Page 92
Adobong Papel┃The Philippines | Page 32 - 33
Alison Liew┃Malaysia | Page 44 - 45
Allie┃Myanmar | Page 60 - 61
Ardhi Nur Ikhsan┃Indonesia | Page 84
Ariel Ramadhan┃Indonesia | Page 78
Asytar┃Malaysia | Page 87
Aurelia Fransiska Wijaya Kusuma┃Indonesia | Page 22
Ayu Dian Pamungkas┃Indonesia | | Page 71
Bryan G. Fernandez II┃The Philippines | | Page 69
Carla Maharani┃Indonesia | Page 35
CzarovskiKristal┃The Philippines | Page 90 - 91
Davina Anne Rajah┃Malaysia | Page 77 - 78
Dewa Kresnanta┃Indonesia | Page 46
Dyah Ayu Risti Puditasari┃Indonesia | Page 58
Emeir Faizal Abdul Jalil┃Malaysia | Page 18 -19
Emmanuel Putro Prakoso┃Indonesia | Page 16
Hidayah Sumiyani (MiMi)┃Indonesia | Page 53
jaypee gatmaitan┃The Philippines | Page 37
Jennifer Reeves┃The Philippines | Page 72 - 73
Jord Earving Gadingan┃The Philippines | Page 96 - 97
Jovia Aura A┃Indonesia | Page 66
Joyce (@joy.cfashion)┃Malaysia | Page 47
Kaira Cooper┃The Philippines | Page 31
Kean Larrazabal┃The Philippines | Page 26 - 27
KJ┃The Philippines | Page 42 - 43
Leon┃The Philippines | Page 62 - 63
Lloyd Ericson Castro Rodriguez┃The Philippines | Page 39 - 40
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Emeir Faizal
Abdul Jalil

Emeir Faizal
Abdul Jalil

yourself as you grew up

yourself as you grew up

Across me out

Don’t leave
me alone

Emeir Faizal
Abdul Jalil

Emeir Faizal
Abdul Jalil

yourself as you grew up

yourself as you grew up

Sit here with
the mold

Hang me up
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Monica Chan
[ PRIDE ]
This is not my story.
It belongs to the people, to the community that I am not a
part in.
Ironic, isn’t it?
Living with these stories that has been told for a long time,
Yet so much we don’t know about them.
As we lived a life of despair, these people come share their
story with courage.
It inspire me. It made me live.
This is not my story,
But it sure does impacted me to become the person that I am
today.

Monica Chan

Pride

Storms, and then sunrise,
A bird says a song.
Cry before smile,
A child laughs a song.
Lose for a moment while,
A win croons a song.
Get up and rise up,
And singing a song.
Struggling for spring
Stay strong for dreams
And the song is “Resilience”.
Myanmar

Aurelia Fransiska
Wijaya Kusuma

Break The Chain
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Mr Aung San Lin
Resilience
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Blink
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Marianie
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Kean Larrazabal

A few months ago, an ex-student of my high school came
forward via their Instagram stories to share the abuses
they’d had to endure in this private, religious institution
(for the reason that these issues aren’t my own, I’ll not
elaborate, but it has much to do with the disregard of
SOGIE). They’d proposed a move to “cancel” said school by
sharing stories from other students who possessed that same
disdain, a move that surprised me because no one had ever
come forward to speak against the school like that, at least
to my knowledge.
If I’m going to be completely frank, I was initially appalled
because the approach felt all too vitriolic, severely
uncalculated and steeped in so much anger. So many things
ran through my mind when I came across those IG stories: why
“cancel?” Why not call for change in the
entire education system? What if you
get sued by the school? Could they do
that? But not too long after, I realized
the folly of this stance. I came from a
place of privilege, I fit in well enough
at school, I never had to worry about
people breathing down my neck because I
wore my hair a certain way or because I
got caught in a comfort room stall with
another student (for context, I went to
a girls school). In other words, I could
afford to brush it off at the end of the
day, say “It is what it is.” I could
afford peace.

STOP
BULLYING!!

Grievances against the school were always uttered in hushed
tones on campus and spammed rants in Messenger group chats.
You’d think a school that prided itself for making women of
character and strength would be progressive, and I guess it
is in some ways, but the sentiments shared in the classroom
sometimes turn out to be blatantly anti-feminist (I mean
we were told that the Bible says women are meant to be
subservient to men, et cetera, et cetera). Looking back, I
see that we have a lot to be upset about.
The call to “cancel” my high school died out as quickly as
it had come, and what followed was a silence that screamed
defeat. The white flag waved quietly. I thought maybe it
wasn’t the first time that someone had said something against
the school. Maybe there have been others, but the system is
always bigger than the individual. Maybe they got scared.
It scares me too. Calling for systematic change is so much
easier said than done, especially when only a few are willing
to back you up. I write this essay now, cautiously tip toeing
down the line between privilege and vulnerability. Privilege,
in that I wasn’t a student on the guidance counselor’s
watchlist. Vulnerability, in that so few choose
to explicitly question the system, so I might
stand out. The last thing I want to do is stand
out when I’ve always benefited from blending in as
cisgender.
Things have changed drastically since my
graduation last year. Being out of high school
meant being—well—out. While I’m still mustering
up the courage to tell my family, most of the
people I’ve met in college so far (students and
instructors alike) already know I’m bisexual.
Recently, after some bouts of gender dysphoria, I
realized I wasn’t cisgender. But it was so easy
for me to accept that right away because no one’s
going to vilify me for it anymore. Working in
the student council’s advocacy unit for gender
equality gave me comfort in finally being able to
do something important for others like me.
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Pie Gonzaga
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Tainted Realities

And yet I haven’t heard from the ex-student who called out
my high school for all its SOGIE-based discrimination.
I shouldn’t be worrying anymore about what goes down in
highschool, but after everything we’ve all been through,
apathy, compliance, and tolerance for intolerance are no
longer justifiable. These should not have been justifiable in
the first place.
For a school that prides itself on raising leaders, it sure
as hell puts a premium on inhibiting dissent. I’m sure there
are many other academic institutions that are just the same.
Students deserve no discrimination, teachers deserve better
wages, and so on. The irony in all this is that we need
education, and that critical thinking is encouraged, but
ultimately, the education system (as with most systems under
a fascist regime) feeds on the smallness of its constituents.

STOP
BULLYING!!

“Tainted Realities” is an illustration inspired by looking
back into a life once lived— be it to remember or forget— and
to still choose to tread on pursuing what lies ahead, using
the colors of our past to paint our future.
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KAIRA COOPER
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Adobong Papel
COLORS IN THE DARK

Men wear songkok
“We are all Malaysians. This is the bond that unites us. Let us always remember
that unity is our fundamental strength as a people and a nation” by Tunku Abdul
Rahman
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Luqman Rosnan
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jaypee gatmaitan

twenty fifth of a fresh calendar page
towards the no-escape flout enclave
team of forty-four, fine lives waiving
tick-tock tick-tock, fine lines braving

sky blossoms are not in the clouds
solitude amidst shielding the crowd
still until the last blood drops vowed
— serve motherland; backups not endowed

recruiting blind courage and precision
reciting blueprints, loaded ammunition
resting in lairs on the skyline barrows
reaching the victory, go home no-zeros

crumb catchers concealing veracity
compromising souls and chest candies
covering the fields of cannons, rifles
commemorating nothing; “i did it all.”

under and beyond somebody else’s ken
units traverse not territories again —
unless it is to end the bang-bang maven
unless it is to mount-guard brethren

over the hills of the municipality
onwards to their elusive sovereignty
obtuse were decisions — anastrophe
oasis was not, led a walk to Calvary

then they knew that X marks the spot
time said start, deafening like gunshot
tension grew as feet started running
to claim solace everyone is yearning

mast the ever-favored banner in half
make eyes grieve – more so the daft
mourn for the tragic encounter, but
mourn more for the kingpin’s deliver

heaters fired and endless sparks flew
how dusk turned to dawn, to dusk anew
hidden shaking deep down in the blue
honest creed in the bones of the crew

for they fell quietly like feathers
fascinatingly fought beyond measure
for their stories shall disappear never
fable they’re not, but immortal letters

leaning to the scorching, rising sun
lost in the perfect, thoughtless motion
lying on the ground was the penumbra
leaving liquid shadows on terra firma

obscure fates have favored the fallen
outlaws in thrones, keeping from rotten
offered them life, but token’s life too
on the battlefield weren’t seen through

etched on the flesh are fingerprints
enemy down, to be retrieved for hints
endless engagements, infinite sprints —
even eagles need some time to squint

recitals in swerve are still reserved
revive the plot a lot has unheard
resting in peace are finite nerves but
resting not is fair play they deserve

apparently alerting surrounding herd
abandoning carcass, but finger severed
and a shutter clicked for further lens,
alive is the one who believes in sense

twenty fifth of a fresh calendar page
towards the no-escape flout enclave
team of forty-four, fine lives waived
tick-tock halt clock, fine lines braved

kicking off the sun at six-eighteen
keeping up from the coordinates pinned
knocking on the doors of the kingpin —
knock the closed doors of the kingpin!
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Footsteps…
Their sound started to slice
the silence
of the moonless night.
And they began to caress
fright and disturbance,
inside my core.
On my left, they stomped!
On my right, they jumped!
Silence…
Then, there’s tiptoeing around!

Susana Felicidad Tambasacan
puhon

Voices…
Both hoarse and dulcet,
and both were cursing
the moonless night.
The little chuckles turned
into malicious laughter.
The moods shifted.
On my left, they wept!
On my right, they mourned!
Deafening…
Then, a sudden hush around!
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“After Haiyan”

Nightmares…
Pictures of agonized souls —
drawn on a cloudless day
and on a moonless night
A living incubus
kept haunting me.
So, I ran but lost my tracks!
“My son!” My father yelled!
“Come back!” My mom whispered!
Awakened…
Finally, sanity’s back home
Lloyd Ericson Castro Rodriguez, Philippines

Nadhia Raesha

Two Colors
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Shadows…
Apparitions of gloom;
syncopated peace
of the moonless night.
I closed my eyes
but in my mind,
there they stood and remained.
Contours of helplessness!
Silhouettes of wreckage!
Fate…
A labyrinth of no escape.
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KJ
At Peace

Alison Liew

Before this life hedged with gardens, wet
markets and detouring cars, my grandparents lived
in a soot stained flat — unit 42-13, its last
double digits marked a day in May ’69 when the
curtains were creased and heavy, the kind that
took in every ball of photon falling from the
sky and pressed them down into my grandparents’
palms with an urgency to conceal from the ugliness
waiting between angled jalousie windows: bodies
in beige, bodies in red, bodies with
white headbands
taunting Death
who strode from
burning rooftops to
fired pistols, lining His
robes with pale souls having
scattered their coloured
meat suits and medieval blades
like offerings around metal
beasts
roasting with humans in their bellies — young,
old, Malay, Chinese, Indian, male, female — mere
notches on autopsy records for each headless
cadaver who tripped over its head which exploded
on the ground soaked to the roots in visceral the
soil begged the rivers to wash them away from the
madness, a curse many believed the rural youths
traded their wounded pride for nine bamboo strips
strapped to their ribs, each an extra life to nab
more lives from cinemas, shophouses, driveways,
walkways — wherever there was light, the death
march swarmed like the plagues of Egypt until the

stars cried ashes above a crimson horizon.
A kill order was sentenced across radio
static to shoot anyone outside of curfew,
so the big boys shifted their aim from
sandbags to retirees pruning hydrangeas in
their front yards and housewives running
errands until fear doused the flames and
roamed the silent streets with spirits
lurking where their chalked outlines should
have been after the police threw their
bodies into mining pools, rushing currents,
ditches in leper colonies — secluded tombs
perfect for lying the death
toll, lying to hollow
urns, lying to generations
in history books with a
silence that was poison to
anyone who gagged down the
truth lest they risk a bullet
between their eyes or another
riot.
Silence is a hell, deeper than
any grave that was ever dug to
bury the dark;
sentient and dormant but lately
the dissonances have stretched the
air thinly that one day, I rue the
seal may break and the waters shall once
again reflect a wasteland.
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And Then There Was Silence

Joyce’s expressing remembrance

Race, ethnicity, unity, acceptance is an ongoing discussion that would never die. These things gives
us history, regardless of the good and bad. In the modern world, we should learn to accept everyone’s culture
differences and unite to fight for justice. As quoted by
William Scott Downey, “Law without justice is like a
wound without a cure.”
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Joyce (@joy.cfashion)
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Faces
(Indonesia) Muhammad Muhrizul Gholy

remaining height!
The night slips into the ravine of my chest
and finds gloomer than its skin:
the human heart sharpened by silent till it’s sharp
then stabb his own life again and again.
Like a plague, billboards are crowded
with politicians' faces.
They like to draw themselves
as if they are afraid forgotten.
If only they knew: remember
is not a simple matter.

I myself am busy drawing my face
as a way of imagining father and mother.
Either lost, or died, history
never print biographies of marginal people
except as a footnote to the virtue of the ruler.

People say,
my parents diligently knit dark poetry.
The country wants to reward them with heaven
of screeching crows and perfume of ylang.
However, space-time is unexpected fold.
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Look up:

Hidayah Sumiyani (MiMi)

PR

IM

ARY NEEDS

Clothing, food, housing (primary needs)
Have you?
The clothes are about your dignity
Try to take off your clothes
Then you’re done with your pride
Which is more important, dressing or eating?
Which is more important?
Food, food, food, food
Food is not only about your stomach
But your mind and also your soul
Have you fed your brain and mind?
Have you?
How did you establish yourself?
Housing is the place
Every human being must be able to place himself
When the nose is on the head
Why not in the stomach, not in the thighs, or the soles of
your feet?
Hi, Mr. Greedy!
Model credits Gn Rae-Ann (they/them)

Wren Teo
The No-Good, Very-Dead Dilettante

You can’t eat it all
You can’t wear all your clothes
You can’t take shelter in all your houses
Accord your primary needs
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History made

On the 31st of August was history made,
With the Union Jack lowered and the new flag raised.
65 years have passed since that day,
Much has changed and so have they.
Preaching of principles that they do not follow,
Shaking their hands underneath the table,
Making their profits by sacrificing our people.
They were the roots of our nation,
Yet they are now withered and rotting.
Scandal after scandal,
Case after case.

Thanchanog Ho Mai Chin
Celebration
In a gratuitous tribute to his majesty Thailand King Rama
IX,Bhumoibol Adulyadej. Despite his demise in 2016, this
painting hopes to celebrate the legacy of his love and
kindness he had for his kingdom. Annually, Thailand would
celebrate the King’s birthday as Father’s Day as he was
regarded by his people as the Father of the nation. From
having the warm cana lily as the main subject, as it was
the King’s favourite flower, to it being surrounded by
white crafted flowers which were symbolic during the funeral ceremony. All in all, he was the nation mediator in
the midst of the turmoil, his departure had brought the
nation together to celebrate his virtues, reminiscing all
that he had done for his kingdom.

There is only so much that our nation can take.
The citizens in suffering let out their cry,
Done with their promises and their empty lies.
Tired of their incompetent ways,
Wanting, yearning, hoping for change.
So was a decision made,
Only protests would bring about change.
White and black flags are now raised.
A new symbol of our countries continued decay,
But also a symbol of a possible new day.
Too long have they neglected the common,
Now comes the end of oppression.
Contempt and pride have made them blind,
Now comes their own destruction.
A new age is dawning for this nation,
The youth have risen to take their place,
And so shall we see history be made,
As sure as the sun is to rise again.
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Roy
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Our Rights

Margodiena

Never again
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Dyah Ayu Risti Puditasari

Six years old, just weeks into kindergarten
Learning about careers, we talk about policemen
“Look for them if you’re lost,” they said then.
“They’ll bring you home,
keep you safe.”

February 1st, 2021.
I was lost, looked around and found no one.
World plunged into darkness,
But there they were. Our supposed heroes, protectors...
Our Policemen, Soldiers,,
Murderers.

How are we to feel safe
When you, the police, are threatening rape
on young protestors When our streets are covered in the blood of the nation’s
children
A whole future stolen
With
one
hole
in
the
head.
Two. Three. Four.
Fifty.

Shots.
No safety in our

streets,
They’re shooting again.
Mama yells for me to not peek out the door. I listen.
I hear them from the window - it’s strange. You think you
know what a bullet sounds like
until you hear one in real life.
Until you feel the anger and the strife and

And the fear.
Call 199, they could’ve made this disappear…
But wait. They’re the ones out there, bloody hands, armor
and gear
Smiles underneath their helmets, crooked - they’ve slaughtered our brothers and sisters
Fallen angels in the midst of protest, punished for choosing
to persevere
A mother’s tears, a nation’s pleas, all of it they refuse to hear
I don’t understand, you said you were the good guys here?!
See, they told us you’d keep us safe,
And yet it’s thanks to you our days are wasted,
Hiding
From the guns, hooligans, beatings
And it’s thanks to you we spend every second mourning
For our martyrs. Our angels.
For those that fought to bring us home, to keep us safe
The very ones whose lives you so easily took
away.
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Allie

Leon
Hawak ng lupa ang katotohanan na ipinilit itago
sa likod ng dahas at takot.
The earth holds the truth that they tried to
hide behind violence and fear.
Hawak ng lupa ang mga alaala at patak ng dugo na
sumasalamin sa mga dekadang nagdaan na puno ng
takot at kasakiman.
The earth holds the memories and the drops of
blood that mirrors the decades that passed full
of fear and greed.
Sikreto na natin ng hangin ang mga bulong ng
sakit at pag-asa na nagiging ating bukamabibig.
The wind shares our secret of painful whispers
and hope that kept falling off our lips.
Ako ang iyong magiging saksi. Ipaglalaban ko ang
katotohanan.
I will be your witness, I will fight for the
truth.
Maging MALAYA ka na.
May you be free now.
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Malaya

The Painters

Then and again, what really
is the color of democracy?
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Xyza Vasily Dela Pena

Millenio Nagata
Ignite and Melts
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I had a dream in black and white
a story of how we talked once upon a lonely night
where the stars were singing lullabies
but all I can imagine are hurtful cries.
Bare is the room where I stood then fall
winds echoing promises in this long dark hall
empty are the entirety of words it spilled
if it was the truth, I would’ve appealed.
Said “You’ll have melancholic days ahead”
and so I woke up and got out of bed
washed my face and faced the mirror
told myself, “That was an excruciating horror.”
Gathered my thoughts to savor the morning
but all the people were already mourning
the day went by in sorrow and grief
hearts were left in great disbelief.
July came a month after May
with a twisted curse we all have to pay
the noise now silenced seems to be missed
the smile we loved ended in one last kiss.

zylykagen

Tumindig

The winds I doubted wasn’t lying at all
the dream I had was a reality call
the stars were already singing tranquility
and all we can do now is hope that you closed your eyes…
happily.
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PAINmonition (Painful Premonition)
Bryan G. Fernandez II

RINTIHAN NEGERIKU

Hari ini. Di sini. Di tempatku berpijak.
Aku seolah mendengar rintihan.
Rintahan dari sebuah negeri.
Negeri yang elok akan keanekaragaman khas dan budaya,
Negeri yang ditemani oleh kepulauan yang membentang luas,
Negeri yang begitu hijaunya.
Apakah kalian mendengarnya?
Apakah kalian merasakan kesedihaannya?
Apakah kalian memperhatikan keinginannya?
Negeri yang penuh dengan harapan dan impian, menangis melihat
bangsanya.
Bangsa yang menindas negerinya sendiri,
Bangsa yang merusak keindahan alamnya sendiri,
Bangsa yang lari membawa kepuasan dan meninggalkan tanggung
jawabnya sebagai seorang bangsa!
Itu! Itukah yang disebut bangsa?
Dimana? Dimana para petinggi negara yang haus akan harta,
tahta, dan kekuasaan.
Dimana mereka yang membuat dirinya lebih tinggi dari hukum?
Dimana mereka yang membuat negerinya sendiri menangis?
Dimana!
Kini aku memohon kepada kalian, sebagai anak dari bangsa
ini. Untuk mengembalikan senyuman negeri ini, untuk
mengembalikan keindahan alamnya yang hijau dan perlahan
menghapus air matanya.
Dan menjunjung tinggi kembai BHINEKA TUNGGAL IKA.
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Purnama Sari

Ayu Dian Pamungkas

Demo(n)cracy

Jennifer Reeves

s

Jennifer Reeves
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run free and be free.”
this
box,
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Unlearning makes progress.

In our world full of mysteries,
Loneliness is what we all feel,
Hope seems all gone,
Like it is the end of everything.
Even life is unyielding,
We should not be afraid,
In those things we can’t understand,
For there is someone who’ll help us through.
All it takes is a prayer & courage,
And it all soon to end,
The misery, grief, and depression,
Where it would be replaced by peace that we’re longing
to find.
Lift your hearts,
And our minds up,
For Never Again we should experience,
The cruelty of injustices.

Therese Marie Avancena
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ALIWANOS
By: Therese Marie Avanceña
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Born as a daughter to a child,
Petrified, in a land unknown,
To a place where no one knew,
That the insides of her were new.
Identity, culture and community,
All left behind, only taste was what she carried with her,
taste
Her tongue has met more pain than sweet,
Her lips carried the secrets that so many of her ancestors
keep, not knowing
who
what
where
Those secrets lie, not even known to her.
Taste
The operative word,
The word that speaks of her history, though none,
The history that’s a mystery,
A master-delivery,
Of mercenary,
When they slaved her because it was necessary
predatory
So she learned to cook,
Feeding mouths that were not her own,
Still unknowing the unknown.

Tradition VS Industry
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Unknown Tastes
Davina Anne Rajah

Acquaintance

Distinct is the dishes she conjures,
Very ordinary,
Yet very secondary, disowned from her history
French, Irish and British influences
Yet nothing of her own, everything still unknown.
But now I know.
I know that she was robbed of her identity,
By the ones who stripped her of her community,
The owners of lands they held in captivity.
Never again will my generation be unsure
Of the blurred lines of our history,
Because history was created with the daughter of a child,
My history now owns a frail figure among the crowd,
Taste,
I know now,
taste
Focusses my background,
Taste is my identity now.

“tak kenal maka tak sayang” can also mean to get to know of does mean to
care for. Perhaps, I also wanted to connect it to how people can understand us in the LGBTQI community. It goes without saying that people
have been scared of uncertainty, the unknown, things they've never known
before. While the LGBTQI was never a new thing to some, it certainly has
become a new highlight in recent years, coming back after years of erasure for various reasons. In this digital collage I've created, I wanted
to convey a need of education, specifically in sex. While it is definitely
taboo to even say the word where I'm from, it has been proven again and
again how unfortunate it is that we are neglected of such importance. And
maybe then, can things start moving forward.
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Stephanie Angela Prijanto
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It’s another visit to a mere old house
They said;
But not for me
The warmth feeling
Infused with melancholy
Often filling up, of knowing
What had happened behind these walls
Places have became
Silent witnesses
For the events in the past
Telling stories loud enough for everyone to hear
They may call me strange
As if all the remnants telling me:
“I was here”, or
“I was alive before.”
They say, your eyes get all teary
When the guilt is nearMaybe that was some kind of a yearning?
Reminiscing the
My mind is like
I can reimagine
But not be able

details,
a cinema
them, duplicate them,
to touch them

In the corner of this place,
A faint echo
Seeping through the remnants,
Inaudible, pitching a cry for help:
Remember me,
Forget me not
Among this antiques,
We don’t need it to be old to be a memory
Memory with a story
A story to be a future memory
A smile arched,
And eyes grew wide,
To learn the beautiful melancholy
Of reminiscing the days gone by
Surabaya, 15 August 2021
In memory of my late father and my grandparents
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In T

“Rezzo” Masduki
Pass over and over again
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DEMOCRACY INDEPENDENT VIBRATION

The colonization has passed
Leaving traces of memories of struggle
In the past life and sword had to collide
Dead body frozen blue, now a fossil display
The gloomy times have passed
Jaya now my country!
No need to fight life and sword alone
Now is the time to reminisce about the past
My national anthem sounds right in my ears
That's a sign that my country is independent
Independent! Shouted one young man in front of me
The spirit of the spirit of unity is always felt
Every year celebrate independence
It's been years of independence
Come on! Show enthusiasm! Speak for the people's democracy
Proof, our country has free souls always
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By: Ardhi Nur Ikhsan

UNTOLD STORY

If remembering the past is a sin,
I am the worst sinner ever.
If pointing out the flaws in the present is a fault,
I am already not the pious one.
If talking about the dark past is a crime,
Maybe, I was already convicted in too many sentences
Is it wrong to talk about the gone?
Was it a mistake to learn from history?
Am I the bad guy for remembering the dark past that
happened to our ancestors?
We have the voice, but they shut us down.
We have the knowledge, but they have the power,
We have the numbers, but the world is on their side.
From the arisen dawn,
Till the night falls,
We awake to purposeless life,
We rest in the sleepless death of night.
We fought unseen enemies we thought of as friends,
We zipped our mouths, hoping it would change anytime.
We cried a river, begging someone to help us in time.
Yet, none of it was a success,
And we still live in despair.
But that will end now.

Faldi Fakhri

Larut Merenung
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Muhamad Asytar Bin Mohamad Noor Ropiah

Alalahanin sila –
Apolinario, Rizal –
Noong naging malaya,
Mga bayaning dangal,

Yaman at karapatan,
‘Wag hayaan makuha,
‘Di dapat malimutan,
‘Di lugi sa banyaga,
Kabataan ang susi
Hiraya manawari –
Tayo ay magwawagi

Mary Elaine Virtucio

‘Di tayo isang pilay,
Mayroon tayong malay,
Sabay tayong lalakbay,

Sa pangarap ang tingin,
Tunguhin ang layunin,
‘Di na uulit muli
Ang naputol na pisi,
“Tandaan mo,” aniya –
“Na ikaw ang pag-asa,

Neng Lina Lestari

Memories never die
(Menedie)

Sa makabagong bansa.”
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Malayo sa nagdaan,
Sulong kinabukasan,
Maghanda, Kabataan!

Sa Istorya
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Harinawa’y ang bata,
Mamulat at matuto,
Makinig sa istorya,
At siya ay lumayo

CzarovskiKristal

An eye cries
Blood where tears should be
That doesn’t stop the other, though
When grief, frustration & anger drown a person,
Why shouldn’t some spill from the eyes?
Lungs once full of breath-The breath of reason
Guarded from noxious fumes of oppressors by gas masks
Grow tired & emptied from screaming
O how the working eye wishes
To gaze upon the unclouded horizon
Where hope rises like the sun
But only sees the barricades & brutes of the present:
Walls of riot shields, fences of men
Batons like barbed wire
Nothing right is left
The vision for tomorrow, ruptured
Back then,
What made the orchids grow:
Promises of independence,
Or the blood of its people?

Freedom’s Bride
It was the summer of ‘89
When you stood tall
O lady, O lady of white divine
Made of humble materials-No flesh of marble
But you were the beacon of the repressed
Tank treads seemed to have quashed your frame
But the light of hope-- hope for democracy was already ablaze
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Harbor Under Siege
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For World Tiger Day and Malaysia’s #LAWAN

Abigail Lim
My best friend and I sleep with the DJUNGELSKOG
IKEA tigers watching over us,
their stripes, just like the real Malayan tigers, unidentical.
Malaysians have been brewing, much akin to sleeping
tigers, jolted awake by all this calamity.
Our home country now a casket,
we are wild tigers running out of jungle,
while previously they roamed freely across the continent,
they are now confined to their slivers of forests
getting all the more closer to poachers,
just like those who have poached on our freedom to go
outside,
and feel the warmth of the sun on our skin
without worrying about getting fined on the way home
or not making it back home
like the Malayan tigers perishing on the East Coast
Highway.
Our ecosystem crumbles under the weight of deaths,
all these souls reduced to mere stats
with mass graves growing in both forests and city centres.

But we strive,
and like the tiger stripes,
hang black banners from our windows, each one different,
from tablecloths to kain tudung
a sporadic pattern across apartments and in taman perumahans
roaring loudly, defiantly,
against those who’d rather have us muzzled,
but unlike tigers, the solitary hunters,
We help each other survive
so that we may attempt to thrive
like tigers in the wild.
My best friend and I are turning 24 next year, beginning
our next Zodiac cycle in the Chinese year of the Tiger.
That same year, the number of tigers found globally is
expected to double since 2010.
But for Malaysians and our Malayan tigers, their numbers still on a decline,
The both of us are inhabiting this house of cascading
cards,
And if we keep wagering between staying or leaving,
if we all do escape this land,
who will be there to ensure our tigers will be around
the next time we come home again?

#LA

WAN
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do not wake the sleeping tigers
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Migui Dela Cruz
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Ang mga Ganap sa Akademya/
The Hustle & Bustle of the
Academe
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Jord Earving Gadingan
Link: bit.ly/UnrestsJordEarvingGadingan
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Unrest (Gif)

Allie | Myanmar

Abigail is an engineer in aviation and budding poet

Hi! I’d rather not reveal my real name for safety

whose work has been published most recently in the

reasons, but my friends call me Allie. I’m seventeen

Malaysian Millenial Voices poetry anthology. Her

years old, and I’m from Myanmar. Writing and

recent poems have been mostly about romanticizing her

activism are things that have been important to me

home city, Kuala Lumpur, which she really loves, but

throughout my life, and this poem especially is so

is in dire need of change. You can find her on IG

close to my heart - having written it in tears after

@abbyandherow is to know more about her future poetry

a particularly bad news day. The issues I’m most

projects!

passionate about advocating for are those concerning
with feminism and lgbtq+ issues, and both of these

Adobong Papel | The Philippines
Adobong Papel, an emerging documentary photographer
and photojournalist based in Quirino, Philippines,
explores the lives of people who are caught between
the teeth of social and political issues.

communities have taken a severe hit due to the
coup.

Ardhi Nur Ikhsan | Indonesia
Hello, I am Ardhi Nur Ikhsan, an outstanding student
of the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education at
Pekalongan University in Indonesia. Now I am actively

Alison Liew | Malaysia
A software developer by day who spins words into
poems and proses at night as an escape from my day
job. I’ve written for past Yuwana Zines, an anthology
titled ‘Poems of Adventure’ published on Amazon UK,

expressing myself by writing fiction books and
actively participating in international organizations
and activities. Hopefully we can exchange cultures
with fellow ASEAN countries.

Ariel Ramadhan | Indonesia

and performed live on virtual platforms during the

I am a person who since childhood has a hobby of

pandemic. I explore topics like LGBTQ+, mental health,

drawing, making crafts and likes to see the sea with a

politics, relationships and personal anecdotes in my

sailboat. The sea-themed painting with the Pinisi Boat

pieces as my way to self-educate and connect with

is a language to convey many messages about tradition,

social issues. When I’m not busy creating, I can be

culture, humanity and the environment. I really hope

found playing the guitar or reading novels.

that every work I make can give a positive message for

IG: @alison_lsl Twitter: @alison_liew

humanity and the environment, especially in coastal
areas and the preservation of coral reefs, flora and
fauna in the ocean.
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Abigail Lim | Malaysia

| Malaysia

Bryan G. Fernandez II | The Philippines

my name is asytar. sometimes I write something

Bryan G. Fernandez II, a young aspirant from Cebu, is

meaningful, sometimes it is just ‘bout my thoughts,

a Communication student who usually writes not for the

sometimes it is personal feelings.

main purpose of competing but for the sake of leisure
and expression. He is dedicated to understand the
vast and galvanic terrain of poetry deeper through

Aurelia Fransiska Wijaya Kusuma| Indonesia
You can call me Aurel. I’m from Indonesia. I like to

venturing diverse themes.

Carla Maharani | Indonesia

make an illustration (even sometimes i’m suck in it).
These days i start to have an interest in suicide rate

Carla Maharani (she/her) is a 17 years old high

and about child abuse.

school student from Indonesia. Most of her time is

My instagram: https://www.instagram.com/softofu._/

spent writing either poems or prose as a form of self

My twitter: https://twitter.com/softofu410

appreciation or maybe an escape from boredom. She is
talented in playing music instruments such as violin,
piano, and contrabass also in video editing. She use
those writing and editing abilities to further broaden
her advocacy on education, music and health

Ayu Dian Pamungkas | Indonesia

care. Get to know her more on Instagram: @carolinamhrn

Ayu Dian Pamungkas, born in Bandar Lampung on January

CzarovskiKristal | The Philippines

19, 1996. She became interested in art since she was
in high school and decided to self-taught. The first

CzarovskiKristal is mainly a painter but dabbles in

exhibition she participated in was an onlineexhibition

poetry. Her specialty pieces involve Art Nouveau &

entitled Sa Pu Stories held by Asia Justice Rights on

Filipiniana. She curates her YouTube channel, Channel

the theme of fighting for women’s rights in Papua.

Czarovski where she does art videos, gaming & the
occasional video essay.
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCS9NeeSAuRtaeU8U1OovkPQ
DeviantArt: http://riazana.deviantart.com/
Behance: https://www.behance.net/czarovskic99b8
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/czarovskikristal/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/czarovskicaps
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Muhamad Asytar Bin Mohamad Noor Ropiah

Emmanuel Putro Prakoso | Indonesia

Davina Anne Rajah is currently an undergraduate

I am a lecturer in the field of visual communication

student at Universiti Malaya pursuing a Bachelor of

design in Jakarta, who is very intense in creating

Education. In her free time, she is a podcast host

illustrative works based on social issues today. I

of an education-based podcast called Schooling,

think that every work of art has the right to be a

The Podcast. When she has downtime, she enjoys an

medium of communication for something that not

occasional cup of tea and a casual grocery shop.

only provides information about pleasure and

Dewa Kresnanta | Indonesia
Hello! I’m Kresnanta from Bali, Indonesia. A random
foodie guy who loves to take pictures, based on mood.
Getting my interests and experiences in the field of
photography, visual storytelling, also traveling, lead
me into a passionate and hardworking person. Currently
on my second year in university. Check out my other
works on my Instagram @kresnanta.

Dyah Ayu Risti Puditasari | Indonesia

happiness, but also to inform things of rejection,
bitterness or displeasure.

Faldi Fakhri | Indonesia
My name Faldi Fakhri, you can call me Faldi. I’m a student
majoring in urban and regional planning. However, drawing
is still something special to me. By drawing I can continue
to express with colors and explore with various media.

Hidayah Sumiyani (MiMi) | Indonesia

Im dyah or dayoh, from Indonesia. I love art, and

My name is Hidayah Sumiyani, you can call me Mimi and find

usually i convince my feeling through artwork. It’s

me at Instagram @hs.sumiyani. I am currently working at

like healing for me, peaceful and colors. I believe

CREATE Project with Yayasan Humanis dan Inovasi Sosial.

people could express their feeling through art.

work on the issue of tolerance, and also on pluralism. On

I

the other side, I am interest to made some artworks with

Emeir Faizal Abdul Jalil | Malaysia

social issue and self-awareness as well. In my artwoks, I

Graduate from Dip. Graphic Design in MSU, and freshly

make some wars or bad effects to earth. Where can we get a

graduate Computer Animation degree in UniKL MIIT.

little light of peace and happiness?.

Passion about street, journalism photography, and
abstract art form in wide and large stroke painting.

am always ask why people are born into the world and
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Davina Anne Rajah | Malaysia

Jaypee Gatmaitan is a full-time language guru from an
archipelagic country, who still haven’t finished his
Master’s paper due to procrastination. This 27-year-old
mortal is an amateur Baybayin Transliterator, a grayscale
media artist and a feeler-writer. He is also a hopeless
romantic, a caffeine addict, and a sleepaholic. Message
him if you can sneeze with your eyes open on Instagram and
Twitter, @jaypeegatmaitan.

Jord Earving Gadingan | The Philippines
I’ve been exploring grassroot systems working in/for/with
governments, academes, non-profits and communities. I’ve
organized several ‘social responses’ in Batangas province
[since 2016] and now researching on health systems in
Quezon. I’m privileged to non-formally learn community
development and ecological principles by asking countless
questions. Jord Earving Gadingan is a community worker,
writer and co-creating Sa Ngalan ng Lawa, an initiative
exploring “other sciences” on environment work. Follow our

Jennifer Reeves | The Philippines
I find comfort in collages and surrealism to process media

work @sangalan.nglawa on Instagram.

Joyce (@joy.cfashion) | Malaysia

and themes related to social and environmental justice.
This includes dialogues on climate change, mental health,

I am a fashion student interested in every aspect of art.

decolonisation, and the patriarchy. I was raised surrounded

I believe art is a unique form of expression that tells

by conservative norms and was restrained from expressing

interesting stories without having to speak. Besides,

my identity and sexuality. Unlearning those views and

democracy and justice is something very important to me and

solidarity with others has made me feel more free, and

I hope to be an advocate to the society through are. Please

I dream that our voices keep being heard! Instagram: @

follow my social media at (@joy.cfashion or main: @what.joys)

corduroyplants & @jennyreevez

to see more of my art works and upcoming projects!

Jovia Aura A | Indonesia
I’m Jovia, author for @bacakomasebelumtitik (Instagram).
Currently loves writing poem that related to women issue.
Also, as an undergraduate student in international relation
major specifically taking peace and conflict studies, I use
my poem to express my personal thought about peace. But I
like writing about love poem too. Hihi.
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jaypee gatmaitan | The Philippines

Kaira Cooper is a visual artist based in Bulacan,
Philippines who goes by the alias “Artella.” While starting
out in the creative industry as a writer, shifting into
visual art became a new way for her to translate stories,
poetry, and life into visual art. Her works take inspiration
from inexplicable words and emotions that would last not
only in people’s minds, but in their hearts. For more of
her work, you can follow her at Instagram @artella_ph and
Behance be.net/artella_ph

KJ | The Philippines
Hello there, I like to go by the name KJ instead of my
usual name. I used to experiment a lot when it comes to
my “art” but had to stop due to some familial constraints.
But once I started again, I realized that this is the only
way I can shut off my brain for just a few hours and let
myself create something out of nothing & anything. I’ve had
troubles about my work, life in general (paying the bills
and whatnot) and even with my mental illness/es and other
people’s prejudices. I’m just here trying to get by, but at
least I am still trying. Hope to do more projects soon, and
I do have an Instagram (@fourthwallbreakdown), a Twitter (@
FourthwallB) and a Ko-Fi (https://ko-fi.com/fourthwallbreakdown)

Kean Larrazabal | The Philippines
Kean Larrazabal, a pop surrealist artist based in Cebu,
Philippines.Larrazabal artworks are known for its cut-out

account if you would be interested at looking at my
previous experiments, or even wanna talk about commissions
or collabs (or anything really, you can chat when you need
to =) )

cardboard imagery, transforming discarded materials into
works of art he called “KaraTula”. Larrazabal explores the
depth perception of his country’s state with allegories and

Leon | The Philippines

visual poetries.
Leon is an aspiring director and is currently in her first
year of college. She is someone who wishes to use her
platform, art, and voice to speak the truth and defend
others. Leon’s dream is to be able to help give free
access education to all, especially during the time of the
pandemic.
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Kaira Cooper | The Philippines

Marianie | The Philippines

I am a freelance writer and photographer. I’m fond of

Marian Hukom is a Manila-based visual artist. A graphic

employing crossovers among genres; hence, I do not really

designer by profession and illustrator by craft, she loves

fancy one genre more over the other and such is obvious in

making and publishing her own comics. Her books usually

almost all of my works. I’m a secondary school teacher by

range from neon autobiographies, fantasy, slice of life,

profession and my field of specialization revolves around

and also advocacy driven content. Once an avid gig and

Biological Sciences. I am an environmental and animal rights

convention goer, Marian is now a homebody doodling the

advocate. I am also into performing arts and aside from

night away. As a virgo workaholic, she keeps busy with her

photography, into other forms of visual arts, too.

organizations, multiple hobbies, and ongoing books.

LUQMAN ROSNAN | Malaysia

Mary Elaine Virtucio | The Philippines

Born in 1999 (Balik Pulau, Penang). Luqman currently
studying at ASWARA for the Fine art course, majoring
in drawing and painting. He is interested in Realism
and Pop Art. As he chooses the local Artist, Jeri
Azhari as the main influence in his artwork.
In his opinion, Art is something we do, a verb.
Art is an expression of our thoughts, emotions,
intuitions, and desires, but it is even more
personal than that: it’s about sharing the way we
experience the world, which for many is an extension
of personality. It is the communication of intimate
concepts that cannot be faithfully portrayed by words
alone.

Years after writing 100 and more poems with different
styles was the birth of the storyteller inside me. I became
a Wattpad author and I write under the pseudonym of
Meggysa Nine. If I am not writing, I sometimes draw or
watch TV with my cats and fam.

Migui Dela Cruz | The Philippines
A Philosophy Student in Polytechnic University of the
Philippines that is currently working on his podcast

Margodiena | Indonesia
An illustrator based in Jakarta, Indonesia.
(instagram, twitter)

called Bits with Migs.

@margodiena
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Lloyd Ericson Castro Rodriguez | The Philippines

Muhammad Muhrizul Gholy | Indonesia

I’m a young man who likes a peaceful life and has an

Love poetry and cup of tea. Sculpt his second body on

interest in arts. I’m someone who likes to express

instagram @muhmuh_gholy.

through pictures and paintings. I’m currently studying
at a college. My Instagram: @nagata_millenio

Naza Gina Azkia/nazkia-nubi | Indonesia
I am 17 years old. Capturing moments is something I always

Mindy | Malaysia
I am a 17 year old Malaysian student activist who can
be found either on Reddit or crying over ABBA songs. I
advocate and drive for open conversation between the
youth on current ongoing social issues that continue to
plague our world.

try to do whether by taking pictures, drawing or making
videos. Because in my opinion, just keeping the moment in
memory is not enough. I really like art. But I am interested
in the field of business economics. In the future I will
try to combine my hobbies and interests

into something

extraordinary.

Nadhia Raesha | Indonesia
Hii my name is Nadhia, I’m a seventeen year old girl who

Monic | Indonesia

loves art coffee. @nadhiaraesha is my Instagram account, and
i love strawberry. xo

Just a person with hopes and dreams~

Neng Lina Lestari | Indonesia
I like art from a philosophical point of view, whatever

Mr Aung San Lin | Myanmar

happens in the current or past environment must have a
different philosophy and point of view. You can also see
some of the works I made on Instagram @nenglinalestari

I’m Mr Aung San Lin, a disabled from Myanmar and
currently an umemployed and parentless young adult,

sainboard | Brunei Darussalam

facing social and financial difficulties.
sainboard draws. Instagram: @sainboard
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Millenio Nagata | Indonesia

Susana Felicidad Tambasacan | The Philippines

I’m a college sophomore taking Creative Writing in Ateneo

Susana Felicidad Tambasacan is a 21-year-old self-taught

de Manila University. I’m passionate about SOGIE rights,

mixed-media artist from General Santos City, Philippines.

accessible sustainability,

and pop culture phenomena,

She was born on the 26th of May 2000 and grew up in an art-

among many other things. I consider myself a perpetual

enthusiast family. She found herself being passionate about

novice, always learning something new, always discovering

art at a very young age.

my strengths and weaknesses. I also really love cooking
pasta. IG: @notpienotme, TWT: @notpienotme

Purnamasari | Indonesia

Susana is a vivid dreamer and a visionary. Her dreams and
visions heavily inspired her to create her pieces. Her
creations are highly inspired by nature, experiences,
songs, and emotions. Instagram: susanartistique

tck | Indonesia
I’m Purnamasari, I’m the second child of four siblings. I
majored in Accounting. I love reading, writing, and drawing.
One of my drawings was published in an Autobiography book
in South Korea.

“Rezzo”Masduki | Indonesia

a fellow closeted animation enthusiast who thrives on coke!
currently learning more about LGBTQI issues in my own
country and other SEA countries as time goes on, and what
I can do to help. for more of my ramblings and sometimes
queer art, you can find me at @t_ck_ on twitter

Therese Marie A. Avanceña | The Philippines

My work is my important document,
Fb:Rezzo Masduki Ig:masdukirezzo

Roy | Malaysia
Just a student trying to get by. I read, bake and
occasionally write bad poetry when I have the time.

Stephanie Angela Prijanto | Indonesia
A doctor. Writes several non-fiction and poetry
anthology books. Enjoys reading, writing and
singing. Often introspective and always try to learn
new things. The author’s social media accounts can be
accessed via: linktr.ee/MintDash

Therese Marie A. Avanceña, an Ilongga from the Philippines,
a college student taking up a Medical Laboratory Science,
and a Youth Advocate. She is also a performer and have an
interest in Performing Arts, Literature and Sports where she
also played some. She advocates to Good Health & Well-Being
(specifically to Mental Health), has also been featured
in various publications within her institution, and is
also actively participating in several events where she’s
also interested to partake. She’s engaging & collaborating
herself with several organization standing up for human
rights, freedom & democracy.
She believes that in organizing, we should be with people
with the same vision and goal. Furthermore, change takes a
lot of time, which is why we have to start young. Finally,
through using arts and culture, we could deliver a positive
change to young people and we should also put our hearts on
all, and move our passion with perseverance.
@therzzzmarie (Instagram)
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Pie Gonzaga | The Philippines

Originally from Thailand, Thanchanog Ho Mai Chin
is currently a multidisciplinary artist based in
Singapore. Her citizenship renunciation and migration
history have compelled her to work around the theme

Ulii Azman | Malaysia
Her approach is to keep creating poems and monologues
centering on the topic of acceptance, detachment, growth,
and altered states. Creating pieces with a more holistic
tone has given her liberation, which she hopes to resonate
with the people. Her being her, she makes sure to maintain
a tinge of peculiarity through her unorthodox stories.

of identity. Traversing autobiography and memories,
Mai Chin is intrigued to explore the notion of time,

Medium: https://medium.com/@uliiazman

ALAM @alamjauh

and consciousness employing light as the constant
medium in her work.
Mai Chin has been involved in several online and
physical exhibitions in Singapore and Europe. Her
latest work ‘Suburbia’ video series was shown at
‘Mixing Identities’, THE LINE London, England
2021, and subsequently recommended to ‘Fragmented
Identities’ THE ROOM & Palazzo Albrizzi-Capello,
Venice, Italy during the Venice Biennale 2021. Mai
Chin’s photography series ‘go back to sleep’ was also
shortlisted for ‘Alchemic Body’ THE LINE, London,
England 2019 whilst showcasing at The Fluxus House,
Singapore, and was later published in ‘Oblique’ by
Nanyang Academy of Fine Art 2020. She was also a set
designer and scenographer for cross-collaborative
productions ‘Breath’ directed by Margret Wibmer, and

Wren Teo | Singapore
Wren loves photography and stresses out too much about
executing said photography.

Xyza Vasily Dela Pena | The Philippines
I tell stories of moments passing by through photos and
words. I am a freelance photographer, mainly documentary,
coverage and street photography. I find people’s
story very fascinating and I envision to tell them in the
most interesting way, either by words or frozen moments.
When not doing photography, you can find me in the
mountains or with my guitar. Works on IG : xyzavasily

zylykagen | The Philippines

‘(B)LOOM’ directed by Dr. Filomar C. Tariao in 2020.
zylykagen is an artist from the Philippines. Growing up

Alongside, Mai Chin also runs an event management
company, TheMeetupSG, as a Creative Director, and
a mental health advocate at Mental ACT as a comic
artist.

Instagram: @astromospheres

in the province, she usually makes whimsical art that is
either nature-bound or esoteric. Most of her works has a
poetic background for most of them are surreal.

zylykagen@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/zylykagen.arts
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Thanchanog Ho Mai Chin | Singapore

“

SEA
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“

We,
the
youth
of
Southeast Asia,
value
morals
that
advance
human dignity, justice,
democracy,
freedom,
and
peace.
We
shall
cooperate in promising
a future where empathy,
respect,
individuality,
and inclusivity stand as
principal foundations for
building better Southeast
Asian communities.

